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2020 - 2021 Club Achievement - PROGRAMS

The heartbeat of Ad 2 Tampa Bay is to provide quality programs and well-attended events that provide

value to our members, bring credibility to the club, and generate revenue to support operations and

conference participation. Reflecting on previous years, we felt it was essential to maintain relevance

through consistent programming - at least one event each month. Deciding to make all major

programming virtual, Ad 2 Tampa Bay challenged ourselves this year with creating a full roster of events

that put a spin on the typical Zoom meeting.

Programming goals for the year:

1. Host at least one event each month.

2. Strive for a full calendar of creative and virtual events.

Career-focused Gathering: Behind the Ad Scenes

Event details: With widespread concern over the economy and the current job market, we wanted to

provide an event that offered the space for our members and other young professionals to discuss their

concerns with local advertising industry leaders. (1.1) The event, which served as our monthly event for

November, was held through the virtual event platform, Lunchpool. (1.2) Attendees were able to video

chat around virtual tables, moving freely from table to table just like in real life. Our panel speakers were

Alex Abell, the CEO of Lunchpool, Chris Mohrman, President of Markentum, Jermaine Weathersby, HR

Executive at Land’s End Property Management, LLC, and Geoff Nevins, Controller at SPARK advertising

agency. (1.3) Event attendees were able to submit anonymous questions to the panel regarding our
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industry-related job markets and hiring. After the panel discussion, attendees were paired up with industry

leaders to be mock interviewed.

Target audience: Young advertising professionals and advertising students aged 18-32.

Method of promotion: We promoted Behind the Ad Scenes as a casual format to discuss meaningful

shifts in the advertising industry and hone interview skills (1.1). Promotion had a classic Hollywood

theme, drawing inspiration from The Wizard of Oz’s ‘man behind the curtain.’(1.4) The event promised

the reveal of honest opinions on the ad industry from local industry leaders. To further promote the

educational aspect of the event, some of our social media and landing page copy highlighted the

skill-building opportunity of virtual mock interviews.

Average attendance: We had 23 faces that came together for Behind the Ad Scenes. There were also

enough mid to senior advertising professionals present to assist with the mock interviews (1.3).

Feedback mechanism: Increasing attendance was our main goal in planning this particular event. With

our membership recruitment goals in mind, event attendance was recorded and followed up with a thank

you email and 10% membership discount offer (1.5).

Results: There was a 100% increase in event attendance from the previous event. Questions were

submitted both before and during the event, signifying engaged attendees. This event was free for both

members and non-members, which aided in increased attendance. We hit our goal of one event per month

for November, and working with our event sponsor Lunchpool made for an interesting virtual experience.

Our event page reached 95 views and 23 registrants (1.6).
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Interactive Virtual Gathering: Advertising Sprint (2020)

Event details: For young individuals trying to break into the creative side of Advertising or even

continuing their existing career, a portfolio of work is essential for obtaining a job. This was the premise

of our next event, the Advertising Sprint. (2.1) In this event, which served as our monthly event for

December, three teams of students and young professionals were given a real client, Happy Wag Designs,

and a creative brief in order to create an ad campaign concept to promote the client’s upcoming winter

collection (2.2). Participants were given 24 hours to team up, create their concept, and present it to the

client who ultimately helped choose a winner (along with a panel of judges from local advertising

agencies) and used the winner’s materials (2.3).

Target audience: Young advertising professionals and advertising students aged 18-32.

Method of promotion: We promoted Advertising Sprint as a fast paced challenge that would not only

provide portfolio materials but real client experience and exposure. Promotion had a “work in progress”

theme, using surrounding shapes to mimic working designs while the illustrated characters are piecing

each part together to represent teamwork and creation (2.4). The landing page and copy for social posts

included verbiage about teamwork and incorporated sports references like “team” and “sprint” to play on

the name.

Average attendance: In total we had three teams participate. Out of 10 registered participants, each team

consisted of 2-6 students and young professionals (2.5).
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Feedback mechanism: Participants were reached out to on an individual basis for feedback (2.6).

Results: Each team created a phenomenal presentation that was presented 24 hours after receiving the

initial brief. Not only did attendees get real world experience with a real business, they were able to

network with peers while completing the project. We hit our goal of one event per month early in

December with this event, freeing us up for a second December event later in the month. The competitive

nature of the event made for a unique virtual experience for attendees and competition judges. We

received positive feedback during the presentation and had two new memberships come from the event.

Student-Focused Gathering: Internship Speed Dating

Event details: Internship Speed Dating is a highly anticipated event we do every year. However, this was

the first year that we made the event virtual. This served as our monthly event for February, and we used

Lunchpool again to help counter Zoom fatigue (3.1). Each virtual table represented an organization that

was seeking candidates for internships. Attendees were split into groups of 3 to 6 and would have 20

minutes at each table to be part of an intimate group interview. In the final round, students were able to

revisit a table of their choosing in order to complete a final touch base with an agency representative they

connected with. The entire event had a chat group as well where attendees could share their LinkedIn

profiles and connect with their peers as well as agency representatives.

Target audience: We host this event for advertising agencies and advertising students of the Tampa Bay

area to come together and find their perfect match.
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Method of promotion: Promotion for Internship Speed Dating was bright and inviting. It is always a

balance for us to promote ISD as a professional event, but also play up the speed dating aspect of it (3.2).

We promoted on social media as well as created a unique event page for the event that invited users to put

themselves out there and sign up. Additionally, we utilized our faculty contacts with local universities as

well as their ad clubs to reach out to advertising students (3.3). Both audiences were directed to one

landing page for event details and sign up, which was broken out by agencies, non-Ad 2 students, and Ad

2 student members, the latter of which received free access to ISD in an effort to show the value of

membership (3.4).

Average attendance: We secured 6 organizations: large ad agencies, small boutiques, and even our event

host, lunchpool, who were looking for marketing assistance. Each company had 1-3 representatives for

the attendees to connect with. In total, we had 32 attendees (3.5).

Feedback mechanism: For this event we had a live chat going where students could comment on their

experience and touch base with others in real time (3.6). Additionally, we had students reach out to us

over social media to provide positive feedback (3.7). Lastly, since this event is extremely logistic-heavy,

we implemented two robust follow-up surveys: one for students and one for organizations (3.8). This

provides our team with concrete, quantifiable feedback to continue improving year after year. In this

year’s survey we were particularly interested in how attendees felt about the virtual platform we used.

Results: Overall it was a huge success! Attendees were able to build up their network and learn more

about local agencies and companies, all while getting real interview practice. We were able to hit our
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monthly event goal for February, raise money for our organization, as well as expose Ad 2 Tampa Bay to

a new crop of advertising students. By partnering with Lunchpool and eliminating expenses, charging

non-Ad 2 members $15 and each agency $50 for a table, we were able to raise about $500 (3.9)!

Importantly, we were able to make this event free for Ad 2 student members, showing a great benefit of

membership to both current and potential members. We hope to have our next ISD in person, but it was

amazing to have found a perfect match in a virtual platform for such a unique and popular event.

Special Event: THRIVE Mentorship Program

Event details: Ad 2 Tampa Bay joined forces with our sister organization, AAF Tampa Bay. THRIVE

Mentorship Program is a virtual mentorship designed to provide meaningful connections and support to

our community of young professionals. The ideation of this program came soon after the onset of the

COVID-19 Pandemic. With many agencies foregoing their summer internship programs due to

COVID-19, we wanted to provide students and recent graduates a resource to gain experience, stay in the

know, and have guidance as they transition into the real world during such unprecedented times. Over the

course of about two months over the summer, mentors and mentees met virtually for career advice and

optional projects (4.1). To further encourage positive and productive experiences, we offered the team

who completed the most projects together a winning prize of a $1,000 Scholarship for the Mentee, as well

as a free Ad 2/AAF membership for the Mentor (4.2).
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Target audience: For Mentees, our desire was to provide a sense of career guidance for entry-level

advertising professionals and students. With the opportunity to provide advice and guidance to local

youth, the ideal Mentor was a mid to senior advertising professional.

Method of promotion: Though we had two distinct target audiences, we really stressed the aspect of

making connections within your community. This was done in an effort to tap into a shared desire for

human connection during this socially-distanced new normal. We leveraged our partnership with AAF

Tampa Bay as a way to reach a wider audience through cross promotion on social media. AAF Tampa

Bay was tagged in Ad 2 Tampa Bay Facebook and Instagram event posts and vice versa to encourage

more likes and followers to each organization (4.3). Audiences were directed to apply to one of two

Google Form applications specific to Mentors and Mentees in order for us to match applicants based on

skill set (4.2).

Average attendance: We received, in total, 39 Mentee applications and 25 Mentor applications (4.4)! 15

matches were created from the applications we received from both potential Mentors and Mentees (4.5).

Feedback mechanism: Our plan was always to create a partnered mentorship program with our sister

organization that could be replicated year after year. In order to provide our team with concrete,

quantifiable feedback so that we continue improving the experience, a brief survey was sent to all

participants after the program ended (4.6).

Results: Our promotion method paid off as we received more applications than what we anticipated.

Though it  was more of a challenge to secure qualified Mentors, we quickly determined that we would
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focus more on attracting people from a wider variety of career backgrounds the following year. Our

survey results were positive among both mentors and mentees. Even after the program ended, we reached

out to the 39 Mentee applicants to invite them to join our Public Service Committee as an additional

opportunity (4.7). We gained 3 committee members, and Ad 2 memberships, from that effort alone!

CONCLUSION

By challenging ourselves to provide a full calendar of creative and virtual events, we were able to breathe

new life into the organization. Planning at least four months ahead at the onset of the Ad 2 year and

mid-way through ensured consistent monthly events. Regular events resulted in high activity in all of our

communication methods. Our event pages averaged 135 views throughout the year. We were able to host

both paid and free to attend virtual events at little to no cost to us through our partnership with Lunchpool.

Utilizing a podcasting studio and the virtual platform of Ad 2 Tampa Bay agency sponsors, many of our

virtual events offered more polished Zoom experiences or Zoom alternatives altogether that attendees

appreciated. At least 5 memberships attained throughout the year had previously attended one of our

monthly events. Through this all, we have become a more recognized name within our city and continue

to grow exponentially, one heartbeat and program at a time.

/View calendar on next page
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2020-2021 Programs Calendar

July 2020

AAF & Ad 2 Tampa Bay Board Inductions, July 23

August

Ad 2 Tampa Bay Board Retreat, August 16

September

Ad 2 + You, September 17

October

Just Be*Cause Tampa Bay, October 10

Transforming Brands Workshop, October 15

November

Behind the Ad Scenes, November 19

December

Advertising Sprint 2020, December 5-6

How to Enter the Student ADDYs Workshop, December 15

January 2021

Members-Only Meet Up, January 19

February 2021

Internship Speed Dating, February 24
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EXHIBITS

1.1 Behind the Ad Scenes: Landing Page & Event Description

1.2 Lunchpool platform
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1.3 Speakers & Attendee Number

1.4  Design/ Advertising
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1.5 Thank you email and membership discount offer

1.6 Behind the Ad Scenes Analytics
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2. Advertising Sprint

2.1 Landing Page

2.2 Advertising Sprint Creative Brief
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2.3 Winner Announcement

2.4 Event creative and concept
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2.5 Event Teams & Client
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2.6 Feedback
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3.1 Lunchpool

3.2 Event creative & concept
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3.3 University Outreach
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3.4 ISD Pricing Structure

3.5 ISD Attendees List
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3.6 Live Chat

3.7 Student feedback via Instagram
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3.8 ISD Survey to Participating Students and Organizations
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3.9 ISD Funds Raised

THRIVE

4.1 Program Projects
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4.2 Program Announcement, Prize, & Applications
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4.3 Cross organizational promotion
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4.4 Update email after program application deadline

4.5 Mentorship Program Matches
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4.6 Post-Program Survey
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4.7 Public Service Outreach to Mentee Applicants


